
L = LG + LF + LH (1.1)

The SU (2) and U (1) gauge boson field are Wμ and Bμ. They couple to the
weak isospin Ta and the weak hypercharge Y of the fermions. Left-handed fermion
field ψL = 1

2 (1 − γ5)ψ are combined to iso-doublets. The right-handed field
ψR = 1

2 (1+γ5)ψ are iso-singlets. The corresponding values of the third component
of the isospin, T3, and Y are listed in Table 1.1, together with the electric charge Q.
The left-handed down-type quarks, (d ′, s ′, b′), are related to their mass eigenstates,
(d,s,b), by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix [4, 3] according
to d ′

i = ∑
i j V CKM

i j d j .

1Effects of gravity are too small to be observed in the energy ranges discussed here, and are
neglected.
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Chapter 1
Theoretical Framework

The currently known spectrum of elementary particles consists of leptons and 
quarks, which constitute the different forms of matter, and vector bosons, which 
are the force carriers.1 The leptons appear in three families (νe, e), (νμ, μ), (ντ , τ ), 
as well as the quarks (u, d), (c, s), (t, b). In the Standard Model [1, 2], forces 
between these elementary fermions are due to a SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) gauge 
symmetry of the corresponding fiel  theory. The SU (2) × U (1) symmetry is gen-
erating the electroweak forces, with the photon, W and Z gauge bosons. The 
strong force is due to the SU (3) symmetry. Quantum Chromodynamics [2] (QCD) 
describe the interaction of quarks and the corresponding gauge bosons, the gluons. 
In the following, natural units, setting c = � = 1, are chosen, and the relations 
c� = 197.3269631(49) MeV fm [3] and c = 299,792,458 ms−1 may be used to
convert between energy and space-time units.

1.1 Electroweak Interactions

The electroweak part of the Standard Model Lagrangian can be divided into three 
parts, a gauge boson, a fermion and a Higgs term:

© The Author(s) 2010, corrected publication 2022



2 1 Theoretical Framework

Table 1.1 Quantum numbers of leptons and quarks. They are the eigenvalues of the third com-
ponent of the weak isospin, T3, of the weak hyper-charge, Y , and of the electrical charge, Q. The
doublets of the weak isospin are put in brackets

Fermion Type T3 Y Q
(

νe

e

)

L

(
νμ

μ

)

L

(
ντ

τ

)

L

1/2
−1/2

−1/2
−1/2

0
−1

νe,R νμ,R ντ,R 0 0 0
eR μR τR 0 −1 −1
(

u
d ′

)

L

(
c
s ′

)

L

(
t
b′

)

L

1/2
−1/2

1/6
1/6

2/3
−1/3

u R cR tR 0 2/3 2/3
dR sR bR 0 −1/3 −1/3

The gauge part of the Lagrangian is given by:

LG = −1
4

Fμν

i Fi
μν − 1

4
Bμν Bμν , (1.2)

where Fi
μν is the SU (2) fiel strength

Fi
μν = ∂μW i

ν − ∂νW i
μ − g2εi jk W j

μW k
ν (1.3)

with the coupling constant g2, and Bμν the U (1) fiel strength

Bμν = ∂μ Bν − ∂ν Bμ . (1.4)

The totally anti-symmetric tensor εi jk is identical to the SU (2) structure con-
stants. Due to the non-abelian SU (2) group structure the W i gauge field do not
evolve independently but are coupled to each other.

The interaction between fermions and gauge bosons is most conveniently written
by means of the covariant derivate

Dμ = ∂μ + i
g1
2

Y Bμ + ig2Ta W a
μ (1.5)

yielding

LF =
∑

f

iψ̄ f Dμγ μψ f , (1.6)

where the sum extends over all fermion fields The Ta matrices are the two-
dimensional representation of the group generators of the SU (2), which follow the
commutation relations [Ti , Tj ] = iεi jk Tk and [Ti , Y ] = 0.

In the Standard Model, gauge invariant mass terms for fermions and bosons arise

through the coupling to a complex doublet φ =
(

φ1
φ2

)

of spin-zero Higgs field
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and the spontaneous breaking of the SU (2) × U (1) symmetry [5]. In the minimal
version there is only one Higgs doublet. The LH term is completed by a dynamic
term, a Higgs potential, and mass terms for the fermion fields

LH = Dμφ†Dμφ − V (φ)+
∑

f

c f
(
ψ̄ L

f φ†ψ R
f + ψ̄ R

f φψ L
f

)
(1.7)

The ground state 〈φ〉0 of the Higgs self-interaction potential

V (φ) = μ2φ†φ + λ(φ†φ)2 (1.8)

is found for

〈φ†φ〉0 = v2

2
(1.9)

with

v ≡
√

−μ2

λ
. (1.10)

The Higgs fiel is rotated so that only the lower component remains and is then
developed around the vacuum expectation value:

〈φ〉0 = 1√
2

(
0

v + H

)

. (1.11)

This choice breaks the original SU (2)×U (1) symmetry but conserves the electric
charge symmetry, U (1)QED. The energy scale v is not predicted by the model and
must be measured experimentally.

With the charged vector boson field

W ±
μ = 1√

2

(
W 1

μ ∓ iW 2
μ

)
(1.12)

the particle mass terms are given by

Lmass = − v√
2

∑

f

c f ψ̄ f ψ f

+
(vg2
2

)2
W +

μ W μ
− + v2

8
(
W 3

μ, Bμ

)
(

g22 −g1g2
−g1g2 g21

)(
W 3,μ

Bμ

)

+v2λH 2 (1.13)

The Higgs boson mass depends on both v and the free parameter λ:
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MH = v
√
2λ . (1.14)

The fermion masses turn out to be

mf = v√
2

c f (1.15)

with free Yukawa coupling constants c f , not constrained by the model.
The measurements of neutrino fl vour oscillations [6] clearly show that neutri-

nos are not massless, opposed to the original version of the Standard Model [1].
In the given formalism, neutrinos can be treated in the same way as the charged
leptons. Like for quarks, the neutrinos are in general not identical to the mass eigen-
states and the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakgawa-Sakata (PMNS) mixing matrix needs to
be added [7]. The resulting Dirac mass term is however not the only possibility to
achieve massive neutrinos. An alternative is a Majorana mass term:

LMajorana = −mM
(
ψ̄c

ν,Lψν,L + h.c.
)

(1.16)

However, this contribution does not conserve the lepton number and may give
rise to a neutrino-less nuclear double beta decay, which is not observed, yet [8].

The symmetry breaking induces a mixing of the neutral boson field W 3 and B,
which can be diagonalised by

Zμ = cos θwW 3
μ − sin θwBμ (1.17)

Aμ = sin θwW 3
μ + cos θwBμ , (1.18)

where the physical photon and Z boson fields Aμ and Zμ, appear. The weak mixing
angle θw is define by the ratio of the coupling constants g1 and g2:

tan θw = g1
g2

(1.19)

The gauge boson masses are found to be

Mγ = 0, MW = v

2
g2, MZ = v

2

√
g21 + g22 . (1.20)

The photon is indeed massless. An important result is the relation of the ratio of
the heavy gauge boson masses to the weak mixing angle:

MW

MZ
= cos θw . (1.21)

This mixing angle also appears in the boson-fermion couplings which becomes
more evident when the interaction term is phrased in terms of currents:
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Lint = −e

{

Aμ Jμ
em

+ 1√
2 sin θw

(
W +

μ Jμ

CC + W −
μ Jμ†

CC

)

+ 1
sin θw cos θw

Zμ Jμ

NC

}

. (1.22)

The Jμ denote the electromagnetic, charged and neutral current of each fermion
fiel ψ f

Jμ
em = ψ̄ f γ

μ(T3 + Y )ψ f (1.23)
Jμ

CC = ψ̄ f γ
μ(T1 + iT2)ψ f (1.24)

Jμ

NC = ψ̄ f γ
μT3ψ f − sin2 θw Jμ

em . (1.25)

In the firs term the electrical charge is identifie with Q = T3 + Y . The charged
current term describes W boson production and decay into chiral fermions:

Jμ

CC = 1
2
ψ̄ f γ

μ(1− γ5)ψ f . (1.26)

The neutral current is usually written in a more general way to split vector and
axial-vector currents:

Jμ

NC = 1
2
ψ̄ f

(
gfVγ μ − gfAγ μγ5

)
ψ f , (1.27)

with the coupling constants

gfV = T3 − 2Q sin2 θw (1.28)
gfA = T3 , (1.29)

and with T3 and Q according to Table 1.1. This relates the electromagnetic coupling
e to the electroweak couplings g1 and g2

e = g1 cos θw = g2 sin θw (1.30)

The classical Fermi interaction of charged currents

LFermi = − GF√
2

J †
μ,CC Jμ

CC (1.31)

is a second order process in the Standard Model mediated by W exchange. In the
limit of small momentum transfer the Fermi constant GF becomes
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GF = g22
4
√
2M2

W
. (1.32)

The constant GF is determined in muon lifetime measurements to the current
world-average value of GF = 1.16637(1) × 10−5 GeV−2 [3]. The W-mass can
therefore be calculated at tree level:

MW = παQED

sin2 θw
√
2GF

(1.33)

with the electromagnetic αQED = e2/4π . This implies

v = 1
√√

2GF
. (1.34)

which numerically is equal to v = 246.221(2) GeV. All mass terms in the Standard
Model are proportional to v. Apart from the gauge bosons, no other particle mass is
however fi ed by only this value but involves a second free parameter.

The physical manifestation of the Higgs mechanism, the neutral Higgs boson, H ,
interacts with the fermions and gauge bosons. The interaction Lagrangian is given
by:

LH,int = −mf

v
H ψ̄ f ψ f + M2

W
v2

W −
μ W μ

+
(
H 2 + 2vH

)+ M2
Z

2v2
Zμ Zμ

(
H 2 + 2vH

)

(1.35)
and the lowest order Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.1. The Higgs couplings
to fermions and vector bosons, H f f , H V V , and H H V V , depend directly on the
particle masses:

gH f f = i
mf

v
; gH V V = −2i

M2
V

v
; gH H V V = −2i

M2
V

v2
. (1.36)

H

f

f

H

V

V

H

H V

V

Fig. 1.1 Lowest order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson couplings to fermions, f, and massive
gauge bosons, V = W,Z
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The Higgs boson has not been discovered experimentally, yet. The coupling
structure is therefore important in the corresponding searches, since it is expected to
couple to the heaviest particles that is kinematically allowed. Important production
and decay channels with massless particles, like gluons and photons, are possible
via loops, which is described later in more detail.

Indications about the energy scale of the mass of the Higgs boson can be derived
from several arguments. The unitarity bound on longitudinal gauge boson scat-
tering [9] requires new physics in the TeV energy scale. If it is the Higgs boson
that dresses the scattering amplitude to not exceed the unitarity limit, the mass of
the Higgs boson should not exceed 870 GeV (at tree level and in the high-energy
limit [10]). Furthermore, the Higgs width into vector bosons increases to lowest
order with M3

H/v2. The particle character of the Higgs boson requires that the width
should not exceed MH, which limits MH to about 1.4 TeV [10].

Quantum effects of the Higgs self-interaction potential

LH,self = λvH 3 + λ

4
H 4 (1.37)

lead to additional theoretical constraints. The renormalisation group equation for
the Higgs self-coupling λ behaves to firs order and in the limit of large momentum
transfer, Q2 	 0, according to [11]

λ(Q2) = λ(v)
1

1− 3
4π2 λ(v2) log Q2

v2

. (1.38)

This means that the coupling has a Landau pole at ΛC = ve
4π2v2

3M2
H , where it

becomes infinite This typical behaviour of a φ4 theory shows that it is only an
effective theory up to the scale ΛC . Thus, if ΛC is set to the very high energies of
the “grand unification (GUT) scale of about 1016 GeV, the Higgs mass must not
exceed ≈ 250 GeV for the theory to remain valid. This triviality bound is shown
graphically in Fig. 1.2. One must however keep in mind that in case of large values
of λ, perturbation theory will break down. On the other hand, lattice calculations
show that this limit still stays in the range of MH < 710 GeV [11].

A lower limit on MH is derived from the stability of the Higgs potential [5].
Quantum corrections to H H → H H scattering with fermion and vector boson
loops tend to push λ(Q2) to negative values. In the small coupling limit, one obtains:

λ(Q2) = λ(v2)+ 1
16π2

{

−12m4
t

v4
+ 3
16

(
2g42 + (

g22 + g21
)2)
}

log
Q2

v2
(1.39)

which can become negative if λ(v2) is small. The Higgs potential then develops a
new minimum V (|Q|) < V (v), which is not stable. To avoid the instability, the
Higgs mass should fulfi
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M2
H = 2λ(v2)v2 > − v2

8π2

{

−12m4
t

v4
+ 3
16

(
2g42 + (

g22 + g21
)2)
}

log
Q2

v2
, (1.40)

which depends mainly on the top quark mass, m t, and the values of the gauge cou-
plings, gi . This yields MH > 370 GeV for ΛC = 1016 GeV. A more accurate
calculation [12, 13] results in MH > 125 GeV, depicted as vacuum stability bound
in Fig. 1.2.

However, the vacuum could also be meta-stable and the electroweak minimum
may differ from the absolute minimum of the effective theory. To avoid significan
tunnelling probability between the two vacua, the Higgs mass should also not exceed
some minimal value, which is about 10–15GeV lower than the normal stability
bound [13].

The fermion and boson loop corrections to the Higgs propagator relate the phys-
ical Higgs mass, MH, to the “bare” mass, M0

H, of the unrenormalised Lagrangian.
The corresponding lowest order diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.3. Cutting the loop
integral momenta at a scale Λ one obtains in the limit of a large top quark mass at
lowest order [5]:

M2
H = (

M0
H
)2 + 3Λ2

8π2v2

[
M2

H + 2M2
W + M2

Z − 4m2
t
]

. (1.41)
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Fig. 1.2 The theoretical bounds [14] on MH from vacuum stability (lower bounds) and triviality
(upper bound) are shown as grey areas. They indicate the limiting values of MH between which the
Standard Model remains valid up to the energy scale Λ. The hatched regions indicate where fine
tuning at the level of 1 and 10% is necessary. The white region corresponds to the parameter range
where all constraints are fulfille without much fine-tunin (> 10%). The analysis of electroweak
data leads to further constrains on MH, indicated by the dashed area
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H f

f

H

H

W,Z

H

H

W,Z

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

Fig. 1.3 Feynman diagrams of the one-loop corrections to the Standard Model Higgs boson mass

Now, if Λ is chosen to be at large energy scales of 1016 GeV, the parameter M0
H

must be tuned properly to 16 digits to get MH right. Another solution would be
to avoid the quadratic divergence by choosing M2

H = − (2M2
W + M2

Z − 4m2
t
)
[15].

This is however not valid at higher orders, and the fine-tunin problem remains. Fig-
ure 1.2 shows how much fine-tunin is needed assuming the validity of the Standard
Model up to a given scaleΛ. Only for MH ≈ 200 GeV, fine-tunin is in a reasonable
range (> 10%) also at high energies. This is the most stringent theoretical constraint
within the Standard Model as a perturbative theory.

Eventually, also cosmological arguments which involve the formation of large
scale structures of the universe due to the so-called inflatio model [16] can con-
strain the shape of the Higgs potential. Assuming that it is the Standard Model Higgs
fiel that initiates inflatio and with certain conditions on the Higgs gravitational
coupling [17], a limit of MH ∈ [126, 194] GeV can be derived.

In summary, the rather general unitary bound requires new physics at the 1 TeV
scale, which in the Standard Model should appear in form of the scalar Higgs boson.
Further theoretical constraints indicate that MH ≈ 200 GeV if the Standard Model
shall remain valid to very high energy scales.

1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics

Strong interactions of quark field ψq and gluon field Gμ are described in the Stan-
dard Model Lagrangian by the following term:

Lcolour = −1
4

Fμν
a Fa

μν +
∑

q

iψ̄q, jγ
μ

(

∂μ − ig3Ga
μ

λa

2

)

ψq,k . (1.42)
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where a = 1, . . . , 8 and j, k = 1, 2, 3 denote the colour indices for gluons and
quarks, respectively. The sum extends over all quarks u,d,s,c,t,b. The gauge fiel
strength of the gluon field Gμ is given by

Fa
μν = ∂μGa

ν − ∂νGa
μ − g3 f abcGb

μGc
ν . (1.43)

The constant g3 is the coupling parameter and the factors f abc are the SU (3)
structure constants. The λa matrices denote the three-dimensional representation of
the group generators of the SU (3).

Since quark-gluon and gluon-gluon interactions are proportional to g23 one intro-
duces the strong coupling constant αs = g23/4π . The most interesting property of
QCD is the behaviour of αs : when virtual corrections due to the gluon fiel are taken
into account, the strong coupling changes with momentum transfer q2 like:

αs(q2) = 12π

(33− 2n f ) log
(

q2/Λ2
QCD

) (1.44)

with the QCD energy scale ΛQCD and the number of quark fl vours n f with quark
masses lower than

√
q2. This means that the value of αs decreases with increasing

q2. This effect is known as asymptotic freedom. However, the opposite behaviour is
seen with decreasing q2: the coupling strength increases. This has the consequence
that no free coloured objects are observed in nature, and quarks and gluons are
bound by the principle of colour confinement The running of αs is nicely confirme
in measurements which are compiled in [18].

The predictions of perturbative QCD are successfully applied when quarks and
gluons can be considered as free particles, which is usually the case in the high
energy regime where effects of colour confinemen can be neglected. The transition
from coloured quarks and gluons to the colourless hadronic particles in the fina
state of a physics reaction is however difficul to describe from firs principles. In
theoretical calculations, Monte Carlo models are an effective approach to cover the
fragmentation and hadronisation phase of the physics process. The most common
models are described at the end of this chapter.

1.3 Electroweak Radiative Corrections

Higher-order radiative corrections need to be taken into account for the theoretical
calculations to match the precision of the measurements. They also lead to more
involved relations between the Standard Model parameters, which are

• the fermion masses, mf
• the electroweak boson masses, MW, MZ
• the mass of the Higgs boson, MH
• the electromagnetic and strong coupling constants, αQED and αs

• the elements of the CKM mixing matrix and, in an extension to the Standard
Model, those of the neutrino mixing matrix.
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The coupling constants that appear in the charged and neutral current interac-
tions are in principle functions of these parameters and of the quantum numbers
of the interacting particles. The non-trivial relations between coupling and mass
measurements are tested in a combined analysis to accept or reject the theoretical
model.

The tree-level Eq. (1.33), which relates the W boson mass to the Z boson mass,
is modifie in the following way:

M2
W

(

1− M2
W

M2
Z

)

= παQED√
2GF

× 1
1− Δr

(1.45)

The Δr term is due to propagator corrections caused by loop diagrams, as shown
in Fig. 1.4. They can by split into QED corrections, ΔαQED, to the photon propaga-
tor, electroweak corrections, Δρ, and an electroweak remainder term, Δrremainder:

Δr = ΔαQED − cos2 θw

sin2 θw
Δρ + Δrremainder (1.46)

The QED corrections are related to the photon self-energy which change the
electromagnetic coupling for non-zero momentum transfer q2:

αQED(q2) = αQED(0)
1

1− ΔαQED(q2)
(1.47)

where αQED(0) = 1/137.035999679(94) [19]. The most interesting value is the cor-
rection at the Z-pole, q2 = M2

Z, because many precision measurements are carried
out at this centre-of-mass energy.

γ

f

f

γ W

t

b

W

W

H

W

W

H

W

W

Fig. 1.4 Feynman diagrams showing leading order loop corrections to the vector boson
propagators
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Each fermion with mass m <
√

q2 contributes to Δα(M2
Z ). The leptonic correc-

tion has been calculated to third order to be Δα� = 0.03150 [20] with negligible
uncertainty. The corrections due to quark loops require a more detailed analysis
because there are potentially large QCD corrections to be taken into account. The
top quark term,Δαtop, is treated separately since it depends on the top mass. Its value
is Δαtop = −0.00007(1) [21]. The light quark term, Δα

(5)
had, is usually calculated

from measurements of the hadronic cross-section in e+e− collisions at centre-of-
mass energies,

√
s, well below the Z pole,

√
s  MZ. An experimentally driven

evaluation yields Δα
(5)
had = 0.02758 ± 0.0035 [22]. This correction gives the largest

uncertainty to Δα(M2
Z ).

The ρ parameter is define as

ρ = 1
cos2 θw

× M2
W

M2
Z

(1.48)

and has a value of 1 at tree level. The quantum corrections to this relation is mainly
determined by the self-energy of the W boson propagator. It is sensitive to all SU (2)
multiplets which directly couple to gauge bosons and exhibit a large mass splitting.
The mass differences in the light quark multiplets are in general small. The leading
term is therefore given by the t − b loop:

Δρt = 3
GFm2

t

8π2
√
2

= 0.00939± 0.00014 (1.49)

in the approximation m t 	 mb, and using the recent measurement of the top quark
mass, m t = 173.1± 1.3 GeV [23], by the CDF and DØ collaborations.

Higgs boson contributions to Δρ are playing an interesting role in the analysis of
measurements in the framework of the Standard Model. The corrections are

ΔρH = −3GFM2
W

8π2
√
2
tan2 θw

(

log
M2

H

M2
W

− 5
6

)

(1.50)

for MH 	 MW.
Also in the remainder term Higgs and top quark contributions appear:

Δrt,rem = − GFM2
W

8π2
√
2

{

3 cot2 θw
m2
t

M2
W

+ 2
(

cot2 θw − 1
3

)

log
m2
t

M2
W

+4
3
log cos2 θw + cot2 θw − 7

9

}

(1.51)

ΔrH,rem =
√
2GFM2

W
16π2

{
11
3

(

log
M2

H

M2
W

− 5
6

)}

, (1.52)

again for MH 	 MW.
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Radiative corrections are as well important in the determination of the Z cou-
plings to the fermions, gfV and gfA, and their effective values are define as

gf,effV = √
ρf
(
T3 − 2Qf sin2 θ feff

)
(1.53)

gf,effA = √
ρfT3 (1.54)

with an effective weak mixing angle, sin2 θ feff, and the ρf parameter which includes
universal Z propagator and fl vour specifi vertex corrections. This eliminates the
dependency of the measurements on radiative corrections and reduces the measure-
ment uncertainty. Using this definition the ratio of the effective vector and axial-
vector coupling is directly related to the effective weak mixing angle, given by

sin2 θeff = 1
4

(

1− geffV
geffA

)

(1.55)

There is an effective angle for each type of fermion, which is proportional to the
on-shell definitio of the mixing angle (see Eq. (1.21)):

sin2 θ feff = κf sin2 θw . (1.56)

The factor κf is related to the radiative correction term Δrf by the following
equation:

√
2GFM2

Z sin
2 θ feff cos

2 θ feff = παQED

1− Δrf
. (1.57)

The quantity Δrf is very similar to the one that is given in Eq. (1.46):

Δrf = ΔαQED − cos2 θw

sin2 θw
Δρ + Δrf,rem . (1.58)

Only the last term Δrf,rem is define differently and takes additional Z/γ→ff̄
vertex corrections into account. A more detailed discussion can be found in [24].

Current calculations include electroweak radiative corrections at two-loop order
to the W boson propagator. Complete fermionic two-loop results are available for
the determination of sin2 θ�

eff. In the limit of large m t the top contributions to Δρ are
known to three-loop order.

Since precision measurements are well sensitive to these small quantum correc-
tions there is sensitivity to the mass of the Higgs boson, which is the only particle
of the Standard Model that has not been observed, yet. Other indirect determina-
tions of Standard Model parameters work out well. The derived mass of the W
boson MW = 80.364 ± 0.020 GeV agrees well with the direct measurement at
LEP and Tevatron of MW = 80.399 ± 0.023 GeV. The indirect top quark mass
m t = 179.3+11.6

−8.5 GeV [26] has a much lower precision than the direct measurement
by CDF and DØ, m t = 173.1 ± 1.3 GeV [23], but also here the agreement is very
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Fig. 1.5 Historic development of the indirect limits on the top mass, the direct search limits and
eventually the measurements at the Tevatron [25]

good. In fact, the discovery of the top quark was lead by more and more precise
model predictions. The historical development of these calculations and the firs
measurements are compared in Fig. 1.5. This gives confidenc that also the indirect
information on MH is useful within the Standard Model framework.

From the analysis of electroweak precision measurements alone, an upper limit
of 157GeV at 95% confidenc level (C.L.) can be derived [26]. Combined with
direct searches for the Higgs boson at LEP [27], this constraint is weakened slightly
and a 95% C.L. range of 114.4 GeV < MH < 186 GeV for the mass of the Higgs
boson is determined [26]. This is well in the reach of the LHC and Higgs boson
searches and dedicated analyses concentrate on the low MH region.

1.4 Extensions to the Standard Model

The most attractive theoretical extension to the Standard Model is super-symmetry
(SUSY), which is introducing a global symmetry between bosons and fermions
by changing the spin by ±1/2 units. The corresponding operators, Qα , transform
fermions into bosons and vice-versa:

Q|Fermion〉 = |Boson〉 ; Q|Boson〉 = |Fermion〉 (1.59)

They are spinors and follow the SUSY algebra:

{Qα, Q̄β} = −(gμ)αβ Pμ , (1.60)
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where Pμ is the momentum generator of space-time translations. The particle spec-
trum of the Standard Model is preserved and extended by super-symmetric partners
of the known elementary particles. The partners of fermions are scalar sfermions,
and the gauge boson sector is mapped to spin-1/2 gauginos. Super-symmetric mod-
els overcome some of the deficit of the Standard Model. If SUSY is exact, the fine
tuning problem is resolved due to opposite-sign loop contributions from fermions
and bosons. However, the symmetry can evidently not be exact and is broken at
some SUSY energy scale, since the not yet discovered SUSY partners must be of
larger mass than the currently known Standard Model particles.

In super-symmetric models the Higgs-sector is necessarily extended to two Higgs
doublets to avoid anomalies and to provide super-symmetric mass terms for up-
and down-type fermions. The firs doublet, H1, is giving masses to the down-type
fermions and the second, H2, introduces masses to the up-type fermions. This results
in three neutral Higgs bosons, h0, H 0, A0, and one charged Higgs boson, H±. The
neutral Higgs field h0 and H 0 are CP even, while the A0 fiel is CP odd. The
super-partners of the weak gauge bosons and the Higgs super-partners actually mix
and form neutralinos, χ̃0

1,2,3,4, and charginos, χ̃
±
1,2.

An important parameter of SUSY is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values,
tanβ = v2/v1, of the Higgs doublet fields Taking the splitting of the mass scale
of up- and down-type fermions into account, one can argue that tan β should be
in the order of m t/mb ≈ 40. Experimental constraints will be discussed later (see
Chap. 4).

SUSY particle production is usually studied within the gravity and gauge medi-
ated minimal SUSY models Minimal Super-Gravity (mSUGRA)) [28] and Gauge-
Mediated Super-symmetry Breaking (GMSB) [29]. Benchmark scenarios are cho-
sen to cover a wide range of experimental signatures. In both models, R-parity
define as R = (−1)3B+L+2S with lepton number, L , baryon number, B, and spin,
S, is conserved. As a consequence, SUSY particles can only be produced in pairs
and the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is stable. This leads to typical detector sig-
natures from the SUSY decay chains since the LSP is expected to be only weakly
interacting.

Typical mSUGRA models analysed at the LHC are for example, SU1, . . .,
SU8.1 [30], with different values of the universal sfermion and gaugino masses
at the GUT scale, m0 and m1/2, of tanβ = v2/v1, of the sign of the Higgsino mass
parameter, μ, and of the universal trilinear coupling, A0, at the GUT scale. The next-
to-leading order (NLO) total summed SUSY cross-section at LHC centre-of-mass
energies of 14 TeV varies between 6 pb (SU6) and 402 pb (SU4) [31] for these
models.

The cross-sections for SUSY Higgs production at the LHC is in the order of
1,000 pb for large tanβ = 30 and small Higgs masses of 100GeV [5], down to
0.1 pb for large Higgs masses of 1,000 GeV. An interesting fact of SUSY models
is the upper mass limit on the lightest Higgs boson, h, which is in the order of
110–130 GeV [33], depending on the mixing in the super-symmetric top sector.
Because the couplings to up-type fermions are enhanced for tanβ > 1, the largest
branching fraction of the h boson are to b-quark and τ lepton pairs (≈ 90% and ≈
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10%, respectively). These are also the main decay channels of heavy CP-even Higgs
bosons for large tanβ. For smaller values of tan β and 125 GeV < MH < 250 GeV,
the decays of the H boson are similar to the Standard Model Higgs boson, while for
higher masses also the decay channels to h boson and top quark pairs open up. The
CP-odd Higgs boson decays predominantly to bb and τ+τ− and for high masses to
top quark pairs. The charged Higgs decays mainly to τν for masses up to MH± ≈ m t,
above which the tb fina state is preferred. These fina states are therefore the main
search channels for super-symmetric Higgs bosons. The mass spectrum of the Higgs
bosons depends mainly on the mass of the CP-odd Higgs boson, MA, which is shown
in Fig. 1.6, together with the different Higgs bosons that can be discovered at the
LHC in different regions of the SUSY parameter space [32, 30].

In this work, however, only general aspects of SUSY will be discussed in the
framework of the precision electroweak measurements. Further details can be found
in [5, 30, 34, 35].

The Higgs sector may be enriched by adding more or higher Higgs multiplets.
Such models are all constrained by the fact that the ρ parameter should not deviate
too much from the measured value of 1. For a set of Higgs bosons with vacuum
expectation values vi , isospin Ii and third component I 3i , the tree-level value of ρ is
given by:

ρ =
∑

i

{
Ii (Ii + 1)− (

I 3i
)2
}

v2i

2
∑

i

(
I 3i
)2

v2i

. (1.61)
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Fig. 1.6 (a) Super-symmetric Higgs boson masses as a function of the mass parameter, MA, for
the maximal top/stop mixing scenario [10]. (b) The number of SUSY Higgs bosons which can be
discovered by the ATLAS experiment for different regions of the MA − tanβ plane assuming an
integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 [32]
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For the Standard Model and multi-Higgs-doublet models, like SUSY, one always
obtains a value of 1. If up- and down-type fermions would be of equal mass in each
generation, ρ = 1 would hold exactly even at higher orders in the Standard Model
since a larger SU (2)L × SU (2)R symmetry would be apparent. The top/bottom
mass splitting is however breaking this symmetry. Higgs triplet models are possible
extensions of the Standard Model and provide a mechanism for SU (2)L × SU (2)R

symmetry breaking [36]. These models are also attractive because it is possible to
construct neutrino mass terms compatible with current observations. One way to
explain the smallness of the neutrino masses is the so-called see-saw mechanism
which mixes right- and left-handed neutrinos such that heavy and light mass eigen-
states evolve [37]. Mass terms of this kind can for example be constructed in Higgs
triplet models. Experimentally, one should observe in addition to a rather light neu-
tral Higgs boson [38], single- and double-charged Higgs boson, which are however
not found, yet [39].

Higgs triplets are also predicted in Little Higgs models [40] in which the Higgs
sector is dynamically generated by the interaction of originally massless scalar
fields The Higgs is therefore a composite particle. However, new massive vector
bosons and fermions as well as additional heavy up-type quarks are predicted in the
model, which have not yet been seen in experiments.

Although the Higgs mechanism is very attractive for breaking electroweak sym-
metry and providing particle masses, there may be alternatives [41] which explain
these phenomena without a Higgs field The strong WLWL scattering must then be
unitarized by some other states, e.g., techni-ρ particles in Technicolour models [42]
or Kaluza-Klein (KK) gauge bosons in Higgs-less Models [43]. A generalised
treatment of these models can be performed in terms of an effective Lagrangian
method [44], which allows the study of possible effects in electroweak boson scatter-
ing and signatures at the LHC. New resonance states as well as anomalous scattering
cross-sections can be expected in these scenarios.

A requirement of all more or less exotic extensions of the Standard Model is
the necessity to be compatible with todays precise measurements in the electroweak
sector. In the remaining part of this chapter the phenomenology of the most impor-
tant Standard Model processes will therefore be discussed.

1.5 Z Boson Production and Decay in e+e− Collisions

The properties of the Z boson were studied in detail at LEP and SLD at energies
around the Z pole. The following paragraphs summarise the most important observ-
ables that enter into the global analysis of electroweak data. Further details can be
found in [45].

At energies below the W-pair threshold, Z bosons only decay to fermion pairs.
The diagrams that contribute to the process e+e− → ff̄ at lowest order are shown in
Fig. 1.7. The differential cross-section with photon and Z exchange, as well as their
interference, can be written in the following way
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Fig. 1.7 (a) Feynman diagrams for fermion-pair production in e+e− collisions with photon and
Z-boson exchange. (b) The scattering angle, θ , between incoming electron and fina state fermion

dσ

d cos θ
(e+e− → ff̄) = π N f

c

2s

{|α(s)Qf|2(1+ cos2 θ )

−8Re
(
α∗ Qfχ (s)

[
GVeGVf(1+ cos2 θ )+ 2GAeGAf cos θ

])

+16|χ (s)|2 [(|GVe|2 + |GAe|2)(|GVf|2 + |GAf|2)(1+ cos2 θ )
+8Re

(
GVeG∗

Ae
)

Re
(
GVfG∗

Af
)
cos θ

]}
(1.62)

where complex coupling constants α(s), GVf, GAf are used to absorb electroweak
corrections (see [45]). Their real parts are related to the real couplings gfV and gfA by

gfV
gfA

= Re
GVf
GAf

= 1− 4Qf sin2 θ feff . (1.63)

The polar angle θ is the angle between the produced fermion and the incoming
electron beam, as illustrated in Fig. 1.7. The propagator term

χ (s) = GFM2
Z

8π
√
2

s

s − M2
Z + isΓZ/MZ

(1.64)

is define with an s-dependent width, ΓZ = ΓZ(s). This is the convention used for
all mass measurements at LEP. The alternative mass definitio as the real part of the
complex pole corresponds to a propagator with an s-independent width:

χ̄(s) = GFM̄2
Z

8π
√
2

s

s − M̄2
Z + i Γ̄ZM̄Z

. (1.65)

The two sets of variables are related by

MZ = M̄Z

√
1+ Γ̄2

Z/M̄2
Z ≈ M̄Z + 34.1 MeV (1.66)

Γ̄Z = Γ̄Z

√
1+ Γ̄2

Z/M̄2
Z ≈ Γ̄Z + 0.9 MeV (1.67)

Both propagators lead to the same resonance shape σ (s). For numerical results
the s-dependent width scheme is used.
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The partial width of the Z decaying into fermion pairs is given by

Γff̄ = N f
c

GFM3
Z

6
√
2π

(|GAf|2RAf + |GVf|2RVf
)+ Δew,QCD (1.68)

The radiator factors RVf and RAf take into account fina state QED and QCD
corrections, while byΔew,QCD small contributions from non-factorisable corrections
are included. To firs order the R factors for axial and vector coupling are equal and
given by

RVf = RAf = Rf = RQEDRQCD (1.69)

with QED correction terms for all charged fermions

RQED = 1+ 3
4

Q2
f
α(M2

Z )
π

+ . . . (1.70)

and QCD correction for quarks

RQCD = 1+ αs(M2
Z )

π
+ . . . . (1.71)

This inclusive definitio of the fermionic decay width with quantum corrections
simplifie the relation to the total decay width of the Z boson:

ΓZ = Γee + Γμμ + Γττ + Γhad + Γinv (1.72)

where the hadronic width is the sum of the quark decay widths

Γhad =
∑

q �=t

Γqq̄ . (1.73)

The so-called invisible width sums up the contributions from neutrino decays

Γinv = NνΓνν̄ . (1.74)

The factor Nν is the number of light neutrino generations and equal to 3 in the
Standard Model. By measuring total and partial width of the Z boson this identity
can be verifie experimentally.

Furthermore, the total cross-section of the cos θ -symmetric Z production term is
written as

σ Z
ff̄ = σ 0

ff̄
RQED

sΓ 2
Z

(
s − M2

Z
)2 + s2Γ 2

Z /M2
Z

(1.75)
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with the pole cross-section

σ 0
ff̄ = 12π

M2
Z

ΓeeΓff̄

Γ 2
Z

. (1.76)

The hadronic pole cross-section σ 0
had and the hadronic to leptonic branching ratios

R0
� = Γhad

Γ��

(1.77)

are observables that are included in the global analysis of electroweak data.
Since the axial couplings between Z and fermion, gfA, are non-zero, there is an

asymmetry in the number of events with the fermion produced in the forward (θ >

π/2) and backward (θ < π/2) hemispheres. This asymmetry is experimentally
determined as

AFB = NF − NB

NF + NB
, (1.78)

where NF is the number of events with a forward scattered fermion, and NB the
number of events with a backward scattered fermion. If only Z boson exchange
is assumed the differential cross-section is simplified For the case of incoming
polarised electrons and unpolarised positrons, and averaged over fina state helicities
it is given by:

dσff̄

d cos θ
= 3

8
σ tot
ff̄

[
(1− PeAe)(1+ cos2 θ )+ 2(Ae − Pe)Af cos θ

]
, (1.79)

with the electron polarisation Pe and the asymmetry parameter

Af = 2gfVgfA
(
gfV
)2 + (

gfA
)2 (1.80)

The forward-backward asymmetry is therefore equal to

AFB =
∫ +1
0

dσ ff̄
d cos θ d cos θ − ∫ 0

−1
dσ ff̄

d cos θ d cos θ
∫ +1
−1

dσ ff̄
d cos θ d cos θ

= σF − σB

σF + σB
= 3

4
AeAf . (1.81)

When the beam is polarised, the left-right asymmetry can be determined by
measuring the event rate difference for positive and negative polarisation Pe of the
incoming electrons:

ALR = σL − σR

σL + σR
= Ae . (1.82)
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And finall , the left-right forward-backward asymmetry is proportional to Af:

ALR,FB = (σF − σB)L − (σF − σB)R

(σF + σB)L + (σF + σB)R

1
〈|Pe|〉 = 3

4
Af (1.83)

In case of the tau lepton, also the fina state helicity can be measured. The corre-
spond polarisation is define as

Pf(cos θ ) = d(σr − σl)
d cos θ

(
d(σr + σl)

d cos θ

)−1
(1.84)

and given by

Pf(cos θ ) = −Af(1+ cos2 θ )+ 2Ae cos θ
(1+ cos2 θ )+ 2AeAf cos θ

(1.85)

and its average is

〈Pf〉 = −Af (1.86)

The asymmetry observables on the Z pole are define without further radiative
corrections, unlike the Z decay widths. To extract the asymmetry from data the
measurements are corrected for radiative effects, γ exchange and γ −Z interference
terms. The pole quantities derived in this way are eventually

A0,f
FB = 3

4
AeAf (1.87)

A0
LR = Ae (1.88)

A0
LR,FB = 3

4
Af (1.89)

〈
P0

τ

〉 = −Aτ (1.90)

Apol,0
FB = −3

4
Ae (1.91)

Since the parameterAe is measured in left-right asymmetries independently from
the forward-backward asymmetries, also the individual parameter Aμ, Aτ , Ab and
Ac can be extracted. When expressing them as functions of the weak mixing angle
one find from Eqs. (1.80) and (1.55):

Af = 2
gfV/gfA

1+ (
gfV/gfA

)2 = 2
(
1− 4|Qf| sin2 θ feff

) 1

(1+ (
1− 4|Qf| sin2 θ feff

)2)

= 1− 4|Qf| sin2 θ feff

1− 4|Qf| sin2 θ feff + 8|Qf|2 sin4 θ feff
. (1.92)
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This shows that the determination of the asymmetry parameters is a sensitive
measurement of sin2 θ feff, deeply connected to the symmetry breaking mechanism of
the Standard Model.

1.6 W Boson Production at LEP

The production of W boson pairs in e+e− collisions gives further handles for Stan-
dard Model tests. The W mass can be measured directly from the invariant mass of
its decay products. Triple gauge boson couplings (TGC) of photon and Z to the W
bosons as well as quartic couplings (QGC) can be determined from the analysis of
the production angles and the polarisation of the W’s. The fraction of longitudinal
to transverse polarisation of the W bosons is measured as well.

To lowest order, the production of W-pairs is described by two Feynman dia-
grams, the t-channel neutrino exchange and the s-channel Z/γ exchange, as shown
in Fig. 1.8. The diagram with a Higgs propagator is suppressed by a factor me/MW
and can be neglected. The s-channel graph involves the non-abelian gauge boson
couplings, which are described later in more detail.

The lowest-order cross-section for on-shell production ofW-pairs near the thresh-
old is given by

dσ

dΩ
≈ α2

QED

s

1
4 sin4 θw

β

[

1+ 4β cos θ
3 cos2 θw − 1
4 cos2 θw − 1

+ O(β2)
]

. (1.93)

The leading term is proportional to the W velocity, β, and is from t-channel
neutrino exchange. It is the dominating term in the production threshold region,
where

√
s ≈ 2MW. For the total cross section one find

σ ≈ πα2
QED

s

1
4 sin4 θw

4β + O(β3) (1.94)
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Fig. 1.8 Feynman diagrams for W-pair production at LEP with neutrino t-channel and Z/γ
exchange
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The terms proportional to β2 drop out, and s-channel and interference contribu-
tions are only proportional to β3. There is therefore no sensitivity to TGCs in the
W-pair cross-section close to the threshold.

For a more complete description of the e+e− → WW process, also the decay
of the W bosons needs to be taken into account. W bosons decay into pairs of
quarks, one up-type and one down-type quark, qq′ , or a lepton and the corresponding
neutrino, �ν�. Possible fina states are therefore fully hadronic qqqq, semi-leptonic
qq�ν, or fully leptonic �ν�ν. This makes W pair production part of the so-called
four-fermion processes, e+e− → ffff. They are usually denoted as charged current,
CC, and neutral current, NC, processes, depending on the boson that is exchanged
in the signal process. The number of diagrams that are contributing to each fina
state in W-pair production is listed in Table 1.2. In this nomenclature, tree-level
W-pair production is a CC03 process, while the complete description for the qqeν
fina state, e.g., is of type CC20.

The CC03 cross-section takes also off-shell W-pairs into account. In a simplifie
form, the double-differential cross-section σCC03

0 (s; s+, s−) = dσCC03

ds+ds−
is folded with

the Breit-Wigner propagator terms ρW (s±) [46]:

σCC03(s) =
s∫

0

ds+

(
√

s−√
s+)2∫

0

ds−ρW (s+)ρW (s−)σCC03
0 (s; s+, s−) , (1.95)

where s+ = k2+ and s− = k2− are the squared four-vectors of the internal W bosons.
The Breit-Wigner factors are given by:

ρW (s±) = 1
π

MWΓW
∣
∣s± − M2

W + i MWΓW
∣
∣2

× BR , (1.96)

with the branching fraction BR of the corresponding decay channel. The on-shell
expression is recovered by letting the W width, ΓW, go to zero:

ρW (s±) → δ
(
s± − M2

W
)× BR for ΓW → 0 (1.97)

In the simple analytic approach the main corrections from initial state photon
radiation (ISR) may be included as well. Photons emitted by the incoming electrons
reduce the effective centre-of-mass energy,

√
s ′ <

√
s. In the case of a single photon

Table 1.2 Number of four-fermion diagrams for the different fina states in W-pair production
d̄u s̄c e+νe μ+νμ τ+ντ

dū 43 11 20 10 10
sc̄ 11 43 20 10 10
e−ν̄e 20 20 56 18 18
μ−ν̄μ 10 10 18 19 9
τ−ν̄τ 10 10 18 9 19
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of energy Eγ radiated parallel to the beam,
√

s ′ is given by

√
s ′ = √

s

√

1− 2Eγ√
s

. (1.98)

Photon emission with energy fractions xi from each beam can be described by
structure functions D(xi , s) which need to be convoluted

F(x, s) =
1∫

0

dx1dx2δ(x − x1x2)D(x1, s)D(x2, s) (1.99)

The improved cross-section including ISR is then

σCC03,ISR(s) =
(s ′/s)max∫

(s ′/s)min

dx F(x, s)
xs∫

0

ds+

(
√

xs−√
s+)2∫

0

ds−ρW (s+)ρW (s−)σCC03
0 (s; s+, s−) . (1.100)

Figure 1.9 compares the lowest order calculations using GENTLE [47]. One
observes that both the finit width and ISR effects lead to a broadening of the
production threshold.
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Fig. 1.9 Cross-section of W-pair production in e+e− collisions at lowest order, including W
width effects, with ISR corrections calculated with GENTLE and the full O(α) calculation with
RacoonWW
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To eventually match the precision of the LEP measurements more complete
radiative corrections need to be taken into account. The most recent predictions
available in the RacoonWW [48] and KandY [49] Monte Carlo programs contain
electroweak corrections at O(α). This brings the theoretical uncertainties on the
cross-section to the level of 0.5% at centre-of-mass energies above 180GeV. Around
the threshold,

√
s ≈ 2MW, the precision is only in the order of 2%. The improve-

ment in accuracy in the higher energy range is due to the so-called leading or double-
pole approximations (LPA/DPA) [50] which are applied to treat the virtual radiative
corrections. In these approximations the matrix element is expanded around the res-
onant poles in powers of ΓW/(MWβ). The expansion is therefore only valid when
the velocity β is sufficientl large, i.e. well above the W-pair threshold.

Recent results with better accuracy for the threshold region are obtained in an
effective fiel theoretical approach [51]. In the analysis of LEP data they are not yet
applied. But they may become important when a future e+e− linear collider will be
operated at the W-pair threshold and large statistics data samples are collected.

1.7 Z and W Boson Production at Tevatron and the LHC

At p p̄ and pp colliders the electroweak gauge bosons are produced as a single
particle or in pairs through a parton-parton process, for example the Drell-Yann
production of W and Z bosons, qq → Z and qq′ → W . The total cross-section of a
certain process pp → X at a centre of mass energy

√
s can be written as:

σ =
∑

i, j

∫

σ̂i j (ŝ, μ f , μr )
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
fi
(
x1, μ

2
f

)
f j
(
x2, μ

2
f

)
δ(ŝ − x1x2s) dx1 dx2 dŝ .

(1.101)
The different quantities in the equation are

σ̂i j = parton-parton cross-section i + j → X√
ŝ = reduced centre-of-mass energy of the parton reaction i + j → X

x1 = energy fraction of parton i ; x1 = 2E1√
s

x2 = energy fraction of parton j ; x2 = 2E2√
s

fi (x) = parton distribution function (PDF) for parton i (same for j )
= probability to fin parton i with energy fraction x inside the proton

μ f = factorisation scale
μr = renormalisation scale

The partons i and j may be quarks (u, d, s, c, b, t, ū, d̄, s̄, c̄, b̄, t̄) and gluons
inside the two protons of the colliding beams. The delta function δ(ŝ−x1x2s) ensures
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the energy conservation. In the very simplifie case of the production of a narrow
resonance the parton cross-section can be written as

σ̂i j (ŝ) = σi jδ(ŝ − M2)M2 (1.102)

where M is the mass of the resonance and σi j the (constant) cross-section of the
reaction i + j → X at the peak of the resonance. The total cross-section is now
simplifie to

σ =
∑

i, j

σi j M2 × Li j (1.103)

with the parton-parton luminosity

Li j = 1
s

1∫

M2
s

1
x

fi (x) f j

(
M2

xs

)

dx (1.104)

neglecting dependencies on factorisation and renormalisation scales in this notation.
The rapidity of the resonance X is define as

y = 1
2
log

E − pL

E + pL
(1.105)

with energy E and longitudinal momentum pL . It is well approximated by the more
commonly used pseudo-rapidity

η = 1
2
log

|p| − pL

|p| + pL
= − log tan

θ

2
, (1.106)

which can be directly measured in terms of the polar angle θ . The energy fraction,
x , of the partons that produce the massive decay product at rapidity, y, is given by

x = M√
s

e±y (1.107)

The differential rapidity distribution of X is therefore to lowest order proportional
to the product of the parton density functions:

dσ

dy
(pp → X ) =

∑

i, j

σi j
M2

s
fi

(
M√

s
ey

)

f j

(
M√

s
e−y

)

(1.108)

Figure 1.10 shows the result of a proper calculation for W + and W − production
at the LHC simulated with a leading-order Monte Carlo program. One can observe
a significan difference between the two charged bosons due to different quark con-
tributions to the PDFs. This difference is planned be used in the determination of
the parton luminosity at the LHC [52].
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Fig. 1.10 Rapidity distribution at Monte Carlo generator level for W + and W − production at LHC
energies, taken from [52]

The simplifie picture must be extended by taking W and Z width effects into
account, as well as QCD and QED radiative corrections. Taking higher order correc-
tions at next-to-leading order (NLO) and beyond into account, typically reduces the
scale dependencies on μr and μ f of the cross-section predictions (see e.g. Sect. 6.1
and 6.3). The production of W and Z bosons accompanied by jets with large trans-
verse momentum is also an important source of background for searches for new
particles at hadron-hadron colliders.

Production cross-sections for various Standard Model processes are shown in
Fig. 1.11, including some examples for vector bosons with exclusive jet produc-
tion [53]. Exclusive W/Z+jets cross-sections for up to three jets are recently avail-
able at NLO precision [54, 59]. Higher order Monte Carlo generators apply a match-
ing of the fi ed order QCD calculations to traditional parton shower models [55–58].
Thus, measurements of W/Z+jet fina states at the Tevatron are reasonably well
described by the theoretical predictions [53, 59]. This gives confidenc that predic-
tions for LHC energies can also be trusted at the percent level.

1.8 Standard Model Higgs Boson Production and Decay
at the LHC

At the proton-proton collider LHC the Higgs boson is produced in several pro-
cesses [10]:

• gluon fusion: gg → H
• vector boson fusion: qq → qq + W ∗W ∗, Z∗ Z∗ → qq + H
• Higgs-strahlung off W or Z : qq → W, Z → W, Z + H
• Higgs bremsstrahlung off a top quark: qq, gg → t t̄ + H

The corresponding Feynman diagrams are sketched in Fig. 1.12.
Gluon fusion is the by far dominating process with the highest cross-section over

the whole Higgs mass range. Although the massless gluons do not couple directly to
the Higgs, production via triangular quark loops is well possible. The large quark-
mass coupling compensates the dynamic suppression due to the loop diagram. To
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Fig. 1.11 Standard Model cross-sections at Tevatron and LHC energies, calculated at NLO preci-
sion. The discontinuities are due to the differences in parton content between p p̄ and pp collisions.
The lines indicated for W + 1,2 jets correspond to jets with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 [53]

lowest order the partonic gg → H cross-section can be written as [60]

σ̂L O (gg → H ) = π2

8MH
ΓL O (H → gg)δ

(
ŝ − M2

H
)

(1.109)

with

ΓL O (H → gg) = GFα
2
s M3

H
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∣

2

. (1.110)

The zero width approximation may be improved by substituting
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Fig. 1.12 Feynman diagrams for Higgs production showing gluon-gluon fusion and vector-boson
fusion processes, as well as the associated Higgs production with top quarks and weak vector
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δ
(
ŝ − M2

H
) → 1

π

ŝΓH/MH
(
ŝ − M2

H
)2 + (ŝΓH/MH)2

(1.111)

The gluonic Higgs width ΓL O (H → gg) is expressed in terms of form factors
that depend on the squared Higgs-to-quark mass ratio τq = M2

H/4m2
q [10]:

AH
q (τq ) = 2

τ 2q
[τq + (τq − 1) f (τq )] (1.112)

f (τ ) =
{
arcsin2

√
τ τ ≤ 1

− 1
4

[
log 1+√

1−τ−1
1−√

1−τ−1 − iπ
]2

τ > 1
(1.113)

For small quark masses the form factor vanishes, and it approaches a value of 3
4

formq 	 MH. This formula is also valid in extensions of the StandardModel, where
higher mass fermions may appear in the loop and further increase the production
cross-section. In the Standard Model, the main contribution is from the top quark
loop. For Higgs masses below 2m t the infinit top mass approximation m t → ∞
agrees with the full result within 10%, as can be seen in Fig. 1.13.

Corrections to the leading order cross-section are necessary because higher order
QCD processes generally change the lowest order results significantl . For total
cross-section calculations the corrections are usually phrased in terms of a K factor,
which takes NLO or even higher order effects into account, e.g. K = σNLO/σLO in
case of NLO corrections. The LO cross-section can be written in the following form

σ (gg → H ) = σ H
0 τH

dLgg

dτH
(1.114)
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Fig. 1.13 Gluonic width of the Higgs boson including all quarks in the triangular loop, excluding
the b-quark, and in the large m t limit [10]

where dLgg/dτH denotes the gg luminosity of the pp collider as function of the
Drell-Yann variable τH = M2

H/s, where s is the invariant collider energy squared.
This notation is helpful when adding NLO terms, which arise through the real and
virtual contributions, as shown in Fig. 1.14. The NLO cross-section is then given
by:

σ (gg → H ) = σ H
0 τH

[
1+ C H αs

π

] dLgg

dτH
+ Δσ H

gg + Δσ H
gq + Δσ H

qq̄ (1.115)

The coefficien C H is the finit part of the virtual two-loop corrections [10],
which are known to order α5

s . The Δσ terms are the hard contributions from gluon
radiation in gg and gq scattering and qq̄ annihilation. The corresponding K -factors
for these terms are shown in Fig. 1.14. The virtual Kvirt and the Kgg factors are the
largest and in the order of 50%, while the others do not contribute much. The total
correction at LHC energies is between 60 and 90% for low and high Higgs mass
ranges, respectively.

Recent calculations even include NNLO, soft N3LO and N3 leading-log (N3LL)
calculations [61]. It turns out that NNLO corrections are still relatively large. Only
at the following order the perturbation series starts to converge and yields smaller
contributions (see Fig. 1.14). At all orders the dependence on the Higgs mass is
large, and the gluon fusion cross-section at the LHC drops from about 60 pb for low
MH to below 10 pb for large MH.

For the description of the transverse momentum, pT , and rapidity, η, dependence
of the gg → H process at higher orders Monte Carlo techniques are used. Fur-
thermore, this allows the application of more realistic phase space cuts that are
close to event selections applied on detector level. Calculations with the NNLO
program FEHiP [62] have shown that NNLO effects can change the cross-section
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Fig. 1.14 (a) K -factors for the gg → H production cross-section at NLO [10]. (b) N3LO calcula-
tions of the gg → H production cross-section [61]

within cuts by up to 5% [63]. Standard Monte Carlo programs like Pythia [64] or
MC@NLO [58], only include LO or NLO effects, but may be improved to NNLO
level by event reweighting [65].

Vector boson fusion (VBF) has a lower total cross-section than the gluon fusion
process. But it provides the additional signature of quark jets with small transverse
momentum, pT , that can be identifie by the LHC detectors. In the longitudinal
vector boson approximation [66] the total partonic cross-section is calculated to
be [10]:

σ̂L O (qq → qq H ) = G3
FM4

V Nc

4
√
2π3

CV

{(

1+ M2
H

ŝ

)

log
ŝ

M2
H

− 2+ 2
M2

H
ŝ

}

, (1.116)

where Nc = 3 denotes the colour factor and MV the vector boson mass. The factor
CV contains the quark-boson coupling constants:

CZ =
((

gq1
V

)2
+
(

gq1
A

)2
)((

gq2
V

)2
+
(

gq2
A

)2
)

, CW = 1 . (1.117)

Because of the larger charged couplings the WW fusion is one order of mag-
nitude larger than the ZZ fusion in this approximation. More complete calcula-
tions include all polarisations of the intermediate bosons, like the one displayed
in Fig. 1.15, and NLO Monte Carlo programs are available [67].
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.15 (a) Vector boson fusion cross-section σ (qq → V ∗V ∗ → Hqq) at leading order [10]. (b)
Pseudo-rapidity distributions of the quark jets in the VBF process. The most central jet is shown
as a solid line, the most forward one as a dashed line [68]

Especially interesting is the kinematic behaviour of the quarks and bosons in
the VBF process. The direction of the bosons emitted from the initial partons is in
general close to the actual parton direction and their energies are of the order of
the Higgs mass. Therefore the remaining parton quarks keep practically all their
initial energy of about 1 TeV (at LHC) and have small transverse momentum, pT .
This also means that the hadronic quark jets are produced in the forward region.
When expressed with the pseudo-rapidity, η = − log tan θ

2 , which is a function of
the polar angle θ with respect to the colliding particles, values in the range 1 < η <

5 are preferred, as illustrated in Fig. 1.15. Since there is no colour fl w between
the two initial parton quarks a so-called rapidity gap is expected to be observed in
VBF production, which means that the hadronic activity in the central η range is
reduced. This feature is used to reduce background, mainly from t t̄ events which
are produced more centrally.

In the low Higgs mass region, MH < 150 GeV, also the associated production
with W and Z bosons, qq̄ → W H, Z H has a sizable production rate. To lowest
order the partonic cross-section is given by:

σ̂ (qq̄ → V H ) = G2
FM4

V

72π ŝ
CV λ1/2

(
M2

V , M2
H, ŝ

) λ
(
M2

V , M2
H, ŝ

)+ 12M2
V /ŝ

(
1− M2

V /ŝ
)2

(1.118)
with the coupling factors for V = W, Z :

CZ = (
gq
V
)2 + (

gq
A
)2

, CW = 1 (1.119)

and the two-body phase space function
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λ(x, z, y) =
(

1− x

z
− y

z

)2

− 4
xy

z2
. (1.120)

Since it is a two-body decay the Higgs and the vector boson are produced back-
to-back in the qq̄ rest frame, which may be used in the search for the Higgs boson.
The dependence of σ (qq̄ → V H ) on the Higgs mass at the LHC is shown in
Fig. 1.16, including NNLO QCD and electroweak radiative corrections.

The associated Higgs production with heavy quarks is like the associated vector
boson production mainly important for low Higgs masses. There are ten leading
order Feynman diagrams, since not only quark annihilation q1q̄1 → g → q2q̄2H
contributes but also gluon fusion gg → q2q̄2H with s- and t-channel graphs. A
closed expression is therefore quite involved. More details can be found in [10].
The evolution of t t̄ H production with MH for LO and NLO calculations is given in
Fig. 1.16.

Figure 1.17 shows a summary of the different cross-sections for the various Higgs
production mechanisms. At the LHC, gluon fusion clearly dominates and VBF is
very important in all MH ranges.

The decay of the Higgs boson eventually determines the search strategy at the
LHC. The gluonic decay width already played a role in the gluon fusion process.
However, due to the multi-hadronic environment caused by the underlying event
and pile-up events, purely hadronic Higgs decays are very difficul to detect.

The other loop induced decay into two real photons, H → γ γ , is more important
because it has a clear detector signature. The decay width at lowest order is similar

Fig. 1.16 (a) Higgs cross-sections for associated boson production. The solid line includes both
NNLO QCD and electroweak radiative corrections, the dashed line only includes NNLO QCD
effects. At this order of the perturbation series, also gg → Z H production contributes, which
is indicated separately [69]. (b) Predictions of the t t̄ H production at LHC energies at LO and
NLO [70]
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Fig. 1.17 Higgs production cross-sections at NLO [10]

to Eq. (1.110), except that the coupling to the fina state is electromagnetic and all
charged particles are included in the loop:

ΓL O (H → γ γ ) = GFα
2
QEDM3

H

128
√
2π3

∣
∣
∣
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∣
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∑

f

Nc Q f AH
f (τ f )+ AH

W (τW )

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

(1.121)

The additional term

AH
W (τ ) = − 1

τ 2
[2τ 2 + 3τ + 3(2τ − 1) f (τ )] (1.122)

is from W bosons in the loop. The fermionic amplitude AH
f (τ f ) and the functions

f (τ ) are define in Eq. (1.112). The colour factor, Nc, equals 3 for quarks and 1 for
leptons.

The photonic decay width is much smaller than the gluonic one, as shown in
Fig. 1.18. Both decrease fast with increasing Higgs mass when the decay channels
to the heavy vector bosons open. This is also the case for the decay into low mass
fermions.

The fermionic Higgs decay width at lowest order is given by

Γ(H → f f̄ ) = GFNc

4
√
2π

MHm2
fβ

3
f (1.123)
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Fig. 1.18 Higgs total decay width (top) and branchings fractions (bottom). Two-loop QCD and
leading electroweak corrections are included [10]

with the velocity of the fermions, β f =
√
1− 4m2

f /M2
H. Since the width is pro-

portional to the fermion mass, mainly b and t quarks need to be considered. In this
case, also QCD corrections need to be taken into account. If the Higgs mass is much
larger than the quark mass, MH 	 mq , which is the case for the b quark, one can
approximate at NLO:
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ΓNLO(H → qq̄) ≈ 3GF
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(1.124)

Also for the top quark, where the previous approximation does not hold any
more, QCD corrections are formally added by a Δt

H term that depends on the top
velocity βt :

ΓNLO(H → t t̄) = 3GF

4
√
2π

MHm2
t β

3
t

{

1+ 4
3

αs

π
Δt

H (βt )
}

(1.125)

Due to the kinematics the branching fractions for low mass Higgs bosons, MH <

150 GeV, is dominated by the bb̄ decay, as can be seen in Fig. 1.18. Also the decay
to tau pairs is important. Top pairs are clearly only produced beyond the 2m t mass
threshold. However, Higgs decays into vector boson pairs are still dominating the
branching ratio in the high mass region MH > 150 GeV.

The Higgs partial decay width into two real vector bosons is given by

Γ(H → V V ) = GFM3
H

16
√
2π

δV

√
1− 4x(1− 4x + 12x2) (1.126)

with δW = 2, δZ = 1 and the mass ratio x = M2
V

M2
H
. This means that for very large

Higgs masses the decay width into W bosons is two times larger than the one into Z
bosons. Also interesting is the longitudinal polarisation fraction

ΓL

ΓT + ΓL
= 1− 4x + 4x2

1− 4x + 12x2
(1.127)

which approaches 1 for large MH 	 MV . The W and Z boson are therefore practi-
cally 100% longitudinally polarised in the high Higgs mass range.

When the Higgs mass is not large enough to decay into on-shell vector bosons,
off-shell production needs to be taken into account, with the subsequent decay into
lepton pairs, H → V V ∗ → ffff. Details of this decay mode are described in
Chap. 7.

The total Higgs decay width as a function of MH is displayed in Fig. 1.18,
together with the branching fractions into the various fina states.

1.9 Comparison of Theory and Experiment

Theories need to be compared with physics data to either approve or falsify their pre-
dictions. An important technique is the Monte Carlo modelling of physics processes,
the subsequent simulation of their signatures in the experimental setup and the fina
comparison to measured data distributions and interaction rates. Many Monte Carlo
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generators are available and each has its specifi advantages and physics domains
where they are applied.

Pythia [64] and Herwig [71] are multi-purpose generator and are used to simulate
e+e−, ep, and hadron collision events. In collisions involving protons, the distribu-
tion of the partons inside the proton are taken from internal or external PDF libraries,
like LHADPDF [72]. The most common PDF sets are CTEQ6 [73] and MRST [74]
which are to be matched to the proper order of the QCD perturbation series of the
Monte Carlo process. Pythia and Herwig (in combination with JIMMY [75]) also
include the simulation of beam-remnants, underlying event and multiple interactions
for pp and p p̄ processes. Both programs are used for simulating the fragmentation
and hadronisation of quarks and gluons and can be run together with other event
generators.

At LEP, four-fermion fina states are mostly generated with the programs KandY
[49], RacoonWW [48], GRC4f [76], EXCALIBUR [77], YFSZZ [78], and
WPHACT [79]. Fermion-pair production is simulated with KORALZ [80] and its
successor KK2f [81] and Bhabha scattering with BHWIDE [82] and TEEGG [83].
Hadronic 2-photon events are best described by PHOJET [84] and TWOGAM [85],
while leptonic events of the same kind are usually generated with DIAG36 [86] and
LEP4F [87]. Photon radiation off leptons can be produced with PHOTOS [88] and
tau lepton decays are modelled in TAUOLA [89].

For proton-proton collisions at the LHC, the Sherpa [56] and Alpgen [57] pro-
grams implement parton-shower matching and are able to describe W/Z production
with up to four and f ve jets, as well as VBF and b-quark associated Higgs pro-
duction. Alpgen is applied in photon pair production, like the multi-purpose tool
MadGraph/MadEvent [90], which also describes vector boson and vector boson pair
production. The purpose of the AcerMC [91] package is the generation of Zbb̄/Zt t̄
as well as top pair events.

The MC@NLO [58] event generator is one of the few Monte Carlo tools includ-
ing full NLO corrections to a selected set of processes in a consistent way, like
inclusive W or Z production, t t̄ production, electroweak boson pair production, as
well as Higgs boson production and decay to W +W − and γ γ fina states.

Production cross-sections of electroweak bosons at NNLO accuracy are avail-
able using FEWZ [92]. NLO calculations of the production of W and Z bosons and
two jets with or without heavy quark tag can be performed with the MCFM [93]
program and higher order corrections to γ γ production are commonly done with
RESBOS [94].

1.9.1 Hadronisation Models

There are three main Monte Carlo programs that are used for modelling frag-
mentation and hadronisation of quarks and gluons: Pythia [64], Herwig [71], and
Ariadne [95]. The quarks and gluons are usually the result of the preceding Monte
Carlo generation step.
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In Pythia, the leading order hard scattering process is completed by the parton
shower formalism to incorporate QED and QCD radiative leading-log corrections.
In both initial- and final-state the showers develop according to the branchings e →
eγ , q → qg, q → qγ , g → gg, and g → qq̄ . The rates are proportional to the
integral

∫
Pa→bc(z) , dz, with the splitting kernel Pa→bc(z) which depends on the

energy fraction z = Eb/Ea carried by the splitting product b. The other particle has
energy (1 − z) after the splitting process. In the fina state, Pythia is evolving the
showers from a virtuality scale scale Q2

max down to a lower scale Q2
0. Time ordering

is done either according to the mass, m, of the shower partons or in recent Pythia
versions according to pT , where p2T = z(1− z)m2.

The hadronisation package of Pythia can be used independently from the main
generator. It applies the string fragmentation model to the parton shower products or
to inputs from external generators. The string picture starts from the assumption that
the energy between a colour dipole, like a qq̄ pair for example, is linearly increasing
with the distance between the charges. When the charges move further apart the
energy stored in the string increases and it eventually breaks to form a new colour
charge pair. A qq̄ pair may split into two colour singlets qq̄ ′ and q ′q̄. This process
continues until only on-mass-shell hadrons remain. The subsequent decays of the
hadrons are also treated by Pythia.

Several parameters are available to adjust the model to measured data. Especially
the tuning of the parton shower and fragmentation are important, and in case of
hadron collisions also the underlying event structure. For the parton showers the
Lund fragmentation function is typically used for light, uds, fl vours and the Peters-
son function for heavy, c and b, fl vours with their tuned parameters. Furthermore,
the ΛQCD value used for the running of the strong coupling αs in parton showers
can be adjusted, as well as the parton shower cut-off value Q0. In general, each
experiment is individually trying to obtain the best description of the hadronic data
distributions.

For LHC studies, the recent implementation of parton showering, commonly
known as pT -ordered showering, is used together with the new underlying event
model where the phase-space is interleaved/shared between initial-state radiation
(ISR) and the underlying event.

The Herwig program also treats quark fragmentation according to the parton
shower model, fragmentation is however performed differently. In the Herwig clus-
ter fragmentation model quarks and gluons from the parton showers combine locally
into clusters. They are much less extended and less massive objects than strings.
Only singlet combinations of partons are allowed to form clusters. These decay
quasi isotropically into a small number of hadrons each. Like for Pythia, measured
hadronic distributions are used to tune the Herwig model parameters, for exam-
ple the QCD scale ΛQCD or the cluster mass parameters which describe the cluster
fission

The Ariadne program applies the dipole-cascade model to the fragmentation of
quarks and gluons. The emission of a gluon g1 from a quark anti-quark pair qq̄ is
modelled as radiation from a colour dipole between the q and the q̄. The two new
dipoles qg1 and g1q̄ again radiate softer gluons. Radiation from the qq̄ dipole is
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suppressed by the colour factor 1/N 2
c . The strong coupling αs in the differential

cross-sections dσ/(dx dxg) for the processes qq̄ → qq̄ + g, qg → qg + g, and
gg → gg + g is evaluated at the transverse momentum scale, p2T , of the emission.
The ordering of the gluon emission is also arranged according to the p2T scale, where
Sudakov form factors describe the probability of having emissions at a higher scale.
Gluon splitting g → qq̄ is also possible and competes with the emission of another
gluon. QED photon radiation in the cascade are treated similarly to the QCD gluon
emission, however the photon emission is less probable since the electromagnetic
coupling constant is much smaller than the strong coupling. Eventually, at the end
of the cascade, the Pythia hadronisation model is applied to form the fina state
hadrons. The main parameters that can be tuned in Ariadne to describe hadronic
data are, for example, ΛQCD and a pt cut-off parameter.

1.9.2 Detector Simulation

The simulation of the interaction of the fina state particles with the detector is
important to deduct the properties of the underlying physics processes from the mea-
surement. The experiments at LEP and the Tevatron used the GEANT3 [96] FOR-
TRAN program to calculate the particle trajectories and their energy depositions in
the detector. Effects like ionisation energy loss, multiple scattering, electromagnetic
showering and hadronic interaction with matter are implemented. The LHC exper-
iments moved to the C++ coded GEANT4 [97] software, which is an evolution of
GEANT3. The detailed detector simulations are in general very computing time
consuming. Faster parameterisations [98] of the detector behaviour are therefore
used in some applications under the condition that their precision is sufficien for
the physics measurement.
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